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When music is far enough away
the eyelid does not often move
and objects are still as lavender
without breath or distant rejoinder.
The cloud is then so subtly dragged
away by the silver flying machine
that the thought of it alone echoes
unbelievably; the sound of the motor falls
like a coin toward the ocean’s floor
and the eye does not flicker
as it does when in the loud sun a coin
rises and nicks the near air. Now,
slowly, the heart breathes to music
while the coins lie in wet yellow sand.
						
Frank O’Hara, “A Quiet Poem”1

9

origins

This thesis represents the synthesis of my great passions: poetry, art and design. For several
years, I ran an event series called Exploding Swan in St. Louis. Devised as an alternative to
the reserved environments fostered by most academic reading series, it started as a party--the
chance to celebrate advanced career poets along with younger, perhaps more stylistically-flexible
ones, to pair local writers with out-of-towners. Eventually, it expanded to feature comedians,
musicians, painters, journalists and dancers. Soon, artists were writing each other before their
performances, linking their presentations, even generating new work together. Audiences
provided instant feedback while photographers and printmakers documented their efforts with
posters and chapbooks.
Through Exploding Swan, I witnessed how cross-disciplinary collaboration could shape the work
of artists and writers. I also saw how greatly their combined efforts could impact the cultural life
of a small city like St. Louis. Through this study, I began to explore how design could take this
same model of innovation further, how the built environment and the spaces artists and writers
make with their process could merge and, perhaps, become transformative.
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reveling in the image

the fall of the foot

Scansion is the act of discerning a poem’s meter and measure to discover its overall meaning. To
achieve beauty in poetry, just as in interior design, content must continually be in conversation
with form. And, just as a building must be scaled against the human figure to determine its final
shape, a poem is scaled against human breath, the breadth of our sounds.3

Since Ancient Greece, when crowds would gather to hear bards describe the Shield of
Achilles, poets have relied on the visual arts to provide them with inspiration and imagistic
fodder. In writing what is known as ekphrasis, or a poem whose subject is art, poets are
granted a set of poetics that, as Camille Guthrie writes, “suggests permeability and difference:
an interaction that doesn’t require a winner, that doesn’t necessarily attach itself to the
anxiety of influence. It revels in the image, even if the artwork is...a spectacle.”2

As Scan & Scansion is a program that is essentially about applied poetics and process, it presents
the perfect moment to place these two modes of measurement alongside one another, exploring
how poetics may be used as a design driver--how a space might be both architectural and lyrical.

But what can artists learn from poets? Visual and verbal art forms are both centered around
the act of translating emotions and experience into image, but the image a poet puts forth is
comprised of print and sound, while the artist’s image is made of medium and light.
Scan & Scansion is a residency with a six-month term providing a work, living and
exhibition space to poets and artists who are interested in answering this very question. To
explore how collaboration may enrich, not just their own work, but their process and the
work of each other.
.
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cultural precedent
new york school

One can imagine the scene. A rainy day in New York, 1956. An unkempt
lofted apartment, windows open for whatever light could be gleaned
through the gray. Kenneth Koch and Larry Rivers, one a poet, the other
a painter, both members of the yet to be named New York School of
Art, work side by side, moving back and forth from canvas to page, both
sketching words and shapes, in turn. Koch would later say, “If my words
weren’t perfect, Larry could fix them with some red or yellow; the same
for his brushstrokes and pictures, I could amend them with adjectives and
nouns…There was always the chance, too, that we could in, however a small
way, realize some kind of Rimbaud-like dream of doing more with words
and colors than words could ever do alone—of finding the colors of vowels,
saying what couldn’t be said.” 7

Creative work is rarely done by a lone genius. Artists and writers often do their most creative
work when creating within a circle of like-minded friends. Experimenting together and
challenging one another, they develop the courage to rebel against established traditions.
		

Michael P. Farrell, Collaborative Circles: Friendship Dynamics and Creative Work 6

These two men, as well as the larger group of artists with whom they lived
and worked, were not just collaborating, but working toward a synthesis of
the literary and visual arts, attempting to process and restate the world in a
more multi-faceted manner.
A rainy day in New York. A living room strewn with papers, books and
records, paintings leaning against the walls. The question arises, what
impact did their environment have on Koch and River’s willingness to
lean into each other, to share in their acts of creation? And how can a
deliberately built environment foster similar relationships between poets
and artists now? Where boundaries between image and word shift and
dissolve and a new understanding of the role of artists as makers and
interpreters of culture springs up?
opposite page, top: A portrait of the poet Frank O'Hara by Larry Rivers. 4 bottom: Gathering of
New York School painters and poets in Long Island in 1961.5
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rooms to innovate

corporate culture & art colonies

engage

bazaar

neighborhood
plaza

atmosphere

atmosphere

▷
▷

Corporations, by contrast, spend lots of resources devising ways to get
people to work efficiently, whether together or apart, and to focus, not on
their own craft, but on the product. Researchers like Dr. Alison Williams,
a consultant in the field of psycho-spatiality, believe that, in order to be
creative, people must be given spaces in which they can engage with other

Since Scan & Scansion is about artists working
together, their craft and their process, and presumably,
some sort of product will arise from their efforts,
elements from both of these models led to the
program’s final configuration.

social culture

▷

For over a century, MacDowell Arts Colony has been a haven for artists,
one that provides near isolation for participants who wish to focus on their
craft. Up until recently, most socializing “on campus” took place in private
studios and cabins. Edward MacDowell, for whom the colony was founded,
however, did believe “the various arts are all manifestations of the same
impulse” and that acquaintance with other types of artists advanced one’s
own craft. In 2016, The Savidge Library opened at MacDowell, providing
a place in which artists could fulfill that early wish of cross-disciplinary
communication. 8

people and with a myriad of ideas--spaces where
sendipitous encounters may occur at random. But they
must also be able to disengage. First, socially, so that
they might focus on their work and, secondly, with
the work itself. The infographic on this page shows
how these zones might be organized by activity. In
Dens, multiple people may work together on their
own projects. In Dwellings, people work alone in
utter concentration, while the Bazaar is a place for
finding out who’s around and what’s happening. The
Neighborhood is a place where many people get
together and work on the same thing. Finally, the Plaza
is a place for social activity and reflection. 12

▷
dwelling

disengage

The development of Scan & Scansion’s program relied on two very different
models. The first: rural art colonies, such as MacDowell in New Hampshire.
The second: enormous corporate offices with a culture of creativity, such
as Air BnB and Google. With their seemingly differing objectives, it’s
hard to imagine how these models could work in tandem. However, a
great deal of the space planning that goes into creating both of these
types of environments hinges on the dichotomies of private vs public and
productive vs inert.

social culture
individual

this page: Alison Walker's work with Engagement/Disengagement models are applied to an open
office floor plan9. opposite page, top and middle: The new Savidge Library at MacDowell promotes
collaboration and cross-disciplinary research.10 bottom: The studios and cabins at MacDowell,
however, are more isolated. 11

den

group

poetic resonance

image, memory & text in the built environment

In the Greek myth, Mnemosyne, the personification of memory, gave birth to
the nine muses. In short, memory brought the arts into being. In his essay, Space,
Place, Memory and Imagination: The Temporal Dimension of Existential Space, Juhani
Pallasmaa argues that, as an act of art, architecture is the product of memory.
We cannot create something that is not born of our experiences, whether real or
imagined. But human constructions are also a preservation of memory, windows
through which we glimpse the past.13 This past can be a global history, like the
way in which we all understand something of the scale of the gods of antiquity
when we visit the Pantheon. Or it can be a personal history. How many childhood
memories come flooding back when we recall the homes in which we lived, the
schools we attended?
Pallasmaa goes on to mention the Method of Loci, (colloquially known as
building a “memory palace,”) which is the act of attaching a moment of time to
an inhabitable structure, real or imagined. The ancient poets, for example, would
visualize a room in which their poems lived and so be able to remember their
songs. When we give our experiences a landscape in which to dwell, we draw
ourselves a map through our private histories.14 Words, memory and the built
environment all coming together as experience.
Pallasmaa personally used the Method of Loci, and said in a 2007 interview, that,
though he had “slept in 10,000 hotel rooms,” he can remember each one. “I just sit
down, close my eyes, put myself in that city, walk to the hotel, up the stairs, or take
the elevator, open the door, and I can remember…the colors, how the light falls or
doesn’t fall." 15
A building observed thoughtfully, it would seem, is a memory palace of itself.

Why does this matter to Scan & Scansion, a program designed to encourage
collaboration? Because, as it turns out, memory and its recall are an essential aspect
of succesful collaboration. A 2016 study shows that poor memory recall actively
impedes the process of collaboration amongst participating students. When the
students built a memory castle together, however, using constructed space to
remember a series of words, the “collaboration inhibition effect” was “eliminated.”16
Sharing a purposefully-curated, peculiar space, albeit an imagined one, led to
better and more effective teamwork. It is easy to imagine, then, that sharing a real
building, especially one with a particularly distinct design, might also enhance
collaboration and the experience of process.
By placing text and poetry up as design drivers, by subverting traditional paths
of circulation, by providing unique vistas or sensory reveries, the designer makes
the building a living memory palace. The building becomes a unique, many-sided
object upon which one can transcribe experiences as they occur. The building, in
turn, encourages collaboration and the expression of art.
Later in the same essay, Pallasmaa writes that landscapes and buildings are
“amplifiers of emotions…reinforcing sensations of belonging or alienation,
invitation or rejection, tranquility or despair...through their authority and aura,
they evoke and strengthen our own emotions and project them back to us as if
these feelings of ours had an external source.”
Hopefully, residents of and visitors to Scan & Scansion will look upon its
interior views and know this same reflection. Hopefully, they will feel energized,
contemplative, focused, cooperative, and, most importantly, inspired.

21

above: From the 2013 V&A exhibit Memory Palace Illustrations. Artists explored the gallery space as a "walk in book," illustrating how text,
memory and space can be made to relate to one another in a visceral manner17 opposite page, top: “Visual Poet” Renee Gladman uses
text to create what looks like the landscapes of built environments, illustrating the relationship between words and architecture.18 middle:
The Canadian Museum of Human Rights uses unusual paths of circulation to evoke emotion, forcing visitors to experience the space as a
process, keying them into understanding cultural memories19 bottom: Jackson Pollock stands at a window that looks out to his studio. 20
Pallasmaa writes: “Looking through a window is a profound architectural encounter rather than a visual design of the window itself.”21

Case Studies
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the vagelos center

DILLER, SCOFIDIO + RENFRO
2015
New York, NY

When Diller, Scofidio + Renfro (DSR) were tasked with creating a student center and classroom
hub in the midst of a bustling NYC hospital complex, it meant fitting what was essentially an
entire campus into a 100,000 sq/f lot. The result is a narrow, 14-story structure that furthers the
firm’s decades-long exploration of the continuous surface.
Starting with a diagram of a street rolled up into a building, DSR set the areas at which students
gather, whether for study or socializing, along a vertical ribbon (or study cascade) that winds
throughout the building. These areas are placed in a manner lead architect Liz Diller refers to as
“productively inefficient.” They shift in volume and elevation, they break through exterior walls,
they seem to float inexplicably above the city. DSR was able to make the study cascade seem
almost infinitely flexible by, in fact, limiting its scope. While it lies on the southern side of the
building offices, simulation labs and rooms that necessitate a conventional
layout are stacked on the northern side in an orderly manner. The ribbon
cantilevers out from the efficient, stable northern side, and the combined
efforts of both sides make the complex program possible.
The study cascade may twist, thicken and stretch, but it always maintains
a nearly monochromatic palate, avoiding what critic Fred Bernstein calls
“a visual Babel.” Ruddy-toned terrazzo tiles, rust-stained wooden veneer,
orange painted walls—these warm hues are meant to indicate activity and
communion, while also highlighting the shape of the continuous surface
throughout. 22

25
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We started with the idea of rolling the street up into
the building. That was the diagram.
- Liz Diller, lead architect

23

1 Enormous panels of ceramic-frittered glazing

clads three of the building’s four major sides.24

2 Section perspective of the southern half of the

building showcases the “vertical ribbon” or “study
cascade” upon which th areas designated for
study and socializing are set.25

4

6

3 A parti exploring the study cascade and the
interior volumes.

4 Surfaces within the study cascade are assigned
warm-colored materials like cherry-stained
Douglas Fir veneer and terracotta tiles. 26

5 The north side of the building is set efficiently in

7

comparison to the south side. 27

6-7 The orientation of the lecture hall takes

advantage of the slope in the ceiling plan. 28

8 Hiding the

ordinary reinforced concrete
grid in the center of the building while using
two sloping and tapering columns to support
the exterior weight means the building is so
transparent it resembles a lantern at night. 29

3
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fleet library at RISD

OFFICE dA
2007
Providence, RI

This 21st century library set inside a 1917 Italian-Renaissance style banking hall represents a
different way of thinking about blending two eras of architecture while satisfying contemporary
programmatic needs. Space is not carved out, exactly, but built in, creating an assortment of
different types of “rooms” for students in an otherwise large, open shell. Through a blending of
color palate, repetition and inversion of shapes, and very careful consideration of where each new
surface joins with the old, the grandiosity of the great hall remains intact, but not at the expense
of function. 30
As, Nadine Tehrani, a partnering architect at Office dA, observes "…the design dissolves into
the background…(when) the social body of the school-its academics and interactions-take over.
Then, the space is released from the presence of architecture and becomes an environment."31

above: The recessed bottom of the checkout desk and printer hub emphasizes how little the new design and the old design
are meant to directly interact. opposite page: The original, Edwardian-era clock creates enormous visual impact, especially as
it hovers above contemporary seating and new swivel floor lamps. 32
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1

Rather than build new floors and irrevocably alter the original building,
space was made through structures that act as large study kiosks within.
These stairs also often double as an informal stage.33

2

The surfaces of the desks lead directly into the surface of the platform
that supports them.34

3

Parti exploring different methods of inserting new programming and
contemporary design into historical buildings.

4

Drawing by Interior Architecture student Jonathan Bell places RISD within
its historical and current cultural context as a focal point of the campus
and as an object of beauty. 35

5

All of the study and work areas in the library are tied together through
color, materiality, and treatment, but there also ties to the original interior
shell. Here, the vaulted ceiling is somewhat recalled in the shape of these
study cubbies.36

6

The perforations in some of the MDF paritions spell out the names of
artists and writers.37

one shelley street

CLIVE WILKINSON ARCHITECTS
2009
Sydney, Australia

When it comes to collaborative office design, Clive Wilkinson is, by all accounts, considered to
be a master. That mastery is in full effect in the interior makeover of One Shelley Street, owned
by Macquarie Bank. Through the application of the strategies behind Activity-Based Working, (a
program developed by Dutch consulting firm Veldhoen & Co) Wilkinson has created a space that
is at once adaptive and inspiring.
In ABW, workers do not “own” their own desks. Instead, all types of work processes are
supported by customized furnishings and equipment that are set in individualized environs.
These environments are designed to evoke a myriad of places in which people often gather for
work, such as a café, a garden, and a library. This gives workers a certain amount of control over
their work space each day, as they can choose the most suitable surroundings for each task. It
also provides more opportunities for chance meetings, or serendipitous encounters, which then
leads to the spread and development of new ideas. 38

2

4

6

8

1&2 The “meeting pods” were first developed to look like cargo containers being
moved by a giant crane. They still seem to hover in the atrium.

39

3 The exterior of a conference room that is set at a different orientation than
most of the other pods.40

4 The interior of that same conference room reveals that, while the people
inside would face each other, every line within still subtly directs their gaze
toward the atrium.41

5&7 Parti exploring how the central staircase and the floating office pods interact
with the floors to the side of the atrium.

6 The center stairwell is a focal point of the atrium because interior architect
Clive Wilkinson believes what he calls "serendipitous meetings" between
potential collaborators are likely to occur here.42

8 The bulk of the seating in the cafe is intended for two person or single

diners, indicating, that perhaps, lunch time is meant for for more intimate
conversations, or for total disengagement from the larger group. 43
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woodberry poetry room

ALVAR AALTO
1946
Cambridge, MA

The Woodberry Poetry Room (WPR) is a special collections reading room and audio-visual archive housed in
Harvard’s Lamont Library.44 Now boasting tens of thousands of volumes of poetry, as well as over 6,000 audio
recordings, innumerable periodicals and varying poetry-related objects, the collection began as a gift made
in honor of George Edward Woodberry--a poet and Harvard scholar with a passion for modern verse and a
talent for sharing that passion.45 Despite this talent, Woodberry spent many years saddened that “so many
undergraduates were passing through their college years without sufficiently realizing that poetry is primarily
for delight and entertainment.” The WPR, then, was an attempt to change students’ minds about poetry. 46
This, unfortunately, was not initially a successful strategy, even after 1931 when the collection opened on the 3rd
floor of the Widener Library. Attendance was low, as it was hard to find and Widener’s “atmosphere of New
England reserve” did not inspire the sort of delight in poetry for which George Woodberry had been famous.47
15 years later, however, when construction began on Lamont, another donation was made and a room was
set aside for the WPR. Lamont was singular. It was the first building on campus to be designed in the new
International Style--the first in many years to not be modeled after a Neo-Georgian
aesthetic. 48 What better than a modern, innovative building serving as the center for
modern, rule-breaking verse?
At the time, Alvar Aalto was a visiting professor at MIT. He was working on their
new dormitory when Harvard asked him to design the WPR. While construction was
already led by a Boston firm, Aalto’s reputation for sensory sensitivity, his ability to
make a building so much about tactility and user-immersion must have been a factor
in this decsion. As Mattern writes in her essay, Fluid Text, Total Design: The Woodberry
Poetry Room as Idea, Collection, and Place, Aalto’s “approach to design, one concerned
primarily with the user’s embodied experience of both architecture and media...is an
approach that recognizes the integration of affect and congnition, of delight and critical
engagement...”49 As it happens, this approach very much resembles the work of a good
poem: fluid in meaning, personal in manner, playing upon the seams and gaps that lie
between what is said and what is shown.

37

Unfortunately, the WPR no longer exists as it once did. Responding to rising concerns
about safety, as well as wanting to make space for new technologies that help visitors
access and write poetry, Harvard remodeled in 2009. There are still some remnants of the
Aalto design--most of the shelving and screens are there, some of the other furnishings
remain but have been converted. Like a fresh palimpsest, it is a room that reads like a
text, written over and erased, while scraps of its origin are still visible.50

1

1

2

4

the vocarium
by a single, (albeit, most widespread) iteration, but experienced as “play, practice,
activity, production and performance.”52 As former Poet Laureate Donald Hall, who
listened to hours of poetry recordings a week while attending Harvard, said, “We
read poetry, together and with our ears.”53

In 1931, 15 years before ground broke on Lamont Library, instructor Frederick C Packard set out
to form an archive of audio records, or a Vocarium, as he called it, of poets reading their own
work. What began as a recording label meant to primarily export the recitation experience to more
listeners, soon became a collection with a built-in audience of students. The vocarium’s popularity
grew quickly. Soon, the collection needed a permanent home--a place where recordings could be
stored, produced and enjoyed. As WPR’s founding mission was to encourage students to “delight
in poetry” in all its forms, it seemed obvious that the poetry room and the vocarium should be
combined inside the new library.
Initially, the listening stations were designed as cubicles, allowing for one listener at a time per
recording. Once Aalto came on board as the room’s designer, it was determined that the space should
celebrate poetry’s essential purpose--to communicate with a wide and varied congregation. When
Aalto discovered that technology had been developed that allowed up to eight audio jacks to be
hooked up to a single phonograph, he designed four octagonal listening posts (above,) fully embracing
listening as a social act. By masking the bulky technology with warm-hued wood, he domesticates
the cutting edge, humanizes the mechanistic. By applying the same wood to the casework, he equates
sound with print, staging poetry as a sort of Barthesian text, or as a plural event, not simply defined

The merger was, by all accounts, immediately successful. The room attracted three
times more visitors in 1952-1953 than it did in 1947-1948. 54 As soon as 1950, a Boston
Herald Reporter wrote:
“Who says that poetry is dead? When college men clamor to take their
dates to hear a bard, instead of going to the movies or a hop, it can’t be
dead . . . When a football star loses himself in poetry revery for three hours
at a time when the sun is shining outside, one knows that the fascination of
measured cadences is still immortal. 55

38

3

Given that Aalto designed the WPR to be an immersive environment in which
poems are meant to be fully experienced, it is reasonable to infer that poetry and
poetics, themselves, were, in some fashion, design drivers for the space. (cont. p41)

1 Stools manufactured by Artek were set by phonographs.
of
2 Lighting scheme by Aalto shows the unusual notations
59

Firstly, there is the question of media and its formats. All the lower shelves in
the rooms’ perimeter bookcases are meant to hold LPs. Every 5th shelf is angled
toward the viewer, as in a bookstore, making the books displayed there more
tempting to grab. There is also a glass case designed to hold unusual objects (the
poet-made magazine-in-a-can, for example,) and special shelves for periodicals.
After the casework, the bulk of the visual weight is taken up by the listening
posts--wood-clad phonograph stands meant to accomodate 32 listeners. The
furnishings’ forms and layout, it would seem, follow incredibly specific functions,
functions that are determined by poetry’s “conditions of attendance.”56

points of light and their resemblance to records.

3 The 4 record players may be used by 32 people at once,
making listening a both private and communal activity 60

5

4 The possible development from light to vinyl record to
pattern for the room’s screens.

5 Despite a controversial remodel in 2007,

the room,
according to an article published in the Harvard
newsletter, “remains faithful” to Aalto’s original vision, a
flexible vision which embraced technology, though critics
maintain otherwise.61

6 A sketchy notation of the beats in a poem.
7 Screens in the Woodberry Poetry Room have a pattern
that is reminiscent of poetry and the marks pressed into
metal cast phonographs.62

8

8 Robert Frost’s famous poem, The Road63Not Taken,
scanned for meter and divided by feet.

Finally, there are the screens, set around the room to make certain areas appear
more private while they remain open to the public. Like most of the other
furnishings, these screens are made of wood--yet another element working to
make the room more amiable. Interestingly, the screens’ pattern mimics the shape
a scanned formal poem makes on the page: solid blocks followed by vacancies,
divided into strips (far left.) And, since it is the sound that is highlighted in a
scanned poem, this image also happens to echo the pattern one sees on the surface
of audio recordings (left.) One might assume Aalto intended this evocation.
After all, he is famous for his “total design” meant to provide users with “tactile
intimacy” in the “material experience of a building.”57 But even if he did not, he
has filled the room with, not just mere architectural rhythm, but a lyrical measure.
He once said the WPR should be “a space made for poetry” and it is, indeed, just
such a space: A space made for poetry somehow made out of poetry. 58

9-10 Macro images of the surface of a recording 64
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Then, there is the placement of the bookcases. As you walk into the WPR, just
a few feet from the entrance, you are greeted by three bookcases--books in the
first and second, magazines in the third. These texts are almost urgently situated,
creating a wall that blocks all other views. Then, as you turn the corner and
walk through a short corridor made of books, the space opens, breathes. This
movement speaks to how a poem might reveal itself to the reader over time: first
a mass of sound and image and, then, through further reading, some distance,
clarity, individual objects made, suddenly, discernible. In this case, the objects
are Artek chairs, stools, a couch and listening posts, making up several intimate
and warmly-lit reading areas. So, the user, just as the reader of poetry, goes from
discomfort to comprehension to comfort.

as I could
dergrowth
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Site Study: 23 W Broad

c.1901
Originally built as two buildings in the Italianate Style
Located in the Broad Street Arts & Cultural District
26,800 sq/f of finished living area
33,874 gross sq/f
Has six levels, including a basement and mezzanine
Ceiling heights vary from 8’ to 20’
Original windows nearly go from floor to ceiling.
Private parking lot in back

42

23 W Broad St in its current condition.

richmond, virginia

The first question to arise in the development of this thesis is “Why Richmond?” Why
should a program that encourages out-of-town artists to collaborate with locals be set in
this medium-sized, Southern city and how may such a program benefit the city itself?
Firstly, according to the organization Americans for the Arts, cities that invest in
the arts are simply more prosperous. As stated in their 2015 report, arts organizations
“pumped an estimated $63.8 billion into the nation’s economy, supporting 2.3 million
jobs, providing $49.4 billion in household income, and generating $11.9 billion in
total government revenue.” 65 The U.S. Conference of Mayors, too, recommends arts
investment “as a catalyst to generate economic impact, stimulate business development,
spur urban renewal, attract tourists and area residents, and to improve the overall quality
of America’s cities.” 66 Richmond is especially suited for this type of endeavor, given that
it has:
At least three colleges with well-regarded writing and arts faculties.
VCU, home to internationally ranked visual arts and writing MFA
programs.
A thriving arts’ scene with a well-attended First Fridays program.
A budget of over $3.2 million slated for public art as of 2015.
No regular reading series, despite having two excellent locally-owned
bookstores. 67
Finally, there’s no denying Richmond has played a key role in U.S. history. Even since
the fall of the Confederacy, local policies of segragation, red-lining, and more recently,
awareness and debate, have reflected a national shift in the understanding of race in
America. 68 Just imagine how much more extensive this understanding could be, then, if
artists, and, what’s more, people from all over the world, are invited to participate in this
debate through their art and poetry.
45

opposite page: Loose map of greater Richmond. 23 W Broad is at the heart of the city center

the broad street arts & cultural district
n. adams street

n. madison street

n. monroe street

n. henry street

marshall street
The Broad Street Arts & Cultural District is the ideal location for Scan
& Scansion. Firstly, developers in the neighborhood are given extra tax
incentives by the city and state for building spaces dedicated to the arts.
Already the home of numerous art galleries, the area is host to upwards
of 20,000 visitors during its First Friday Art Walks, making it one of the
most popular First Fridays in the nation. \It is the most densely urban
neighborhood in Richmond outside of downtown, providing a large,
potential audience and quick transportation to the rest of the city. 69

broad street

grace street
franklin street
n. 4th street

n. 3rd street

n. 2nd street

n. 1st street

23 w Broad St.

Within easy walking distance to VCU, the Library of Virginia, the ICA and
the VMFA, residents of 23 W Broad will have no trouble in experiencing
Richmond as a culturally dynamic place, to be a part of that body that
moves through a city, as Kevin Lynch put it, “not as simpl(e) observers of this
spectacle, but as part of it, on the stage with the other participants.” 70

Gallery/Art Collective
Theater/Performance Space
Restaurant
Library
46

First Fridays attract lots of visitors and host a myriad of cultural events. 71 Opposite: Map of The
Broad Street Arts & Cultural District 72

column grid
As once the winged energy of delight
carried you over childhood’s dark abysses,
now beyond your own life build the great
arch of unimagined bridges.
23 W Broad was originally built as two buildings with two separate
storefronts and a single, unified upper edifice. The east side was a shoe
store, while the west side was a furniture store. The furniture store required
more square footage and street-front exposure than the shoe store, so the
load-bearing wall between them was moved 20” to the east. However, the
building’s classically-trained architect, Carl Ruerhmund, seemed unwilling
to break the overall sense of symmetry in the edifice of the upper levels. As a
result, the central wall joins the front wall at a point that is 20” closer to the
eastern set of windows (opposite page.) This means that the building, despite
appearances, has no central axis, and that all newly-built programming must
accommodate this lack of symmetry.
A site study (this page) shows the load-bearing walls and column grid
as thin skeins of thread woven inside a box. Even at this small scale, the
difference between the two halves is noticable. This raised the question:
can a building without an axis speak to the art of collaboration? Perhaps a
building with differing sides performs something about the process of artmaking in its very structure. Art, or the spark that inspires it, is said to be
found through dichotomies, or, as Rilke wrote (opposite page) “span(ning)
the chasm between two contradictions.” How may Scan & Scansion enact
this arch across contradictions, while encouraging its residents to work
across mediums?

Wonders happen if we can succeed
in passing through the harshest danger;
but only in a bright and purely granted
achievement can we realize the wonder.
To work with Things in the indescribable
relationship is not too hard for us;
the pattern grows more intricate and subtle,
and being swept along is not enough.
Take your practiced powers and stretch them out
until they span the chasm between two
contradictions… For the god
wants to know himself in you.

Rainer Maria Rilke
“As Once the Winged Energy of Delight” 73

history of the building

1900

Designed as two nearly identical buildings by architect Carl Ruehrmund. A
German immigrant, he was one of the few classically trained architects in
Richmond at the time. His firm went on to design some of the most iconic
local buildings, including the Central Post Office and the Lee Apartment
Building. 74

1901

23 and 25 W. Broad open as Boscher Shoe Store and Hopkins Furniture Co.

1956

With Heilig-Meyers as tenant, an enamel edifice designed by Marcellus
Wright is installed that joins the buildings behind one lower storefront.

1965

Bequeathed to Elizabeth Norfleet. She continues to rent to Heilig-Meyers.
An interior elevator is installed.

1976

Purchased by Heilig-Meyers Furniture Co, this location becomes their
flagship store.

2000

Heilig-Meyers Furniture Co files for bankruptcy. They commit multiple
acts fraud during this process, so much so that the case against them is
still being used to reform bankruptcy laws.75

2002

Cornerstone Architects buys and renovates first and second floors for use as
an office space and rental property.

2006

Cornerstone renovates the third and fourth floors.

2016

Building is put on the market for six times its previous list price.

An interior view of Boscher Shoe Store shows that a mezzanine level was a part of the original design
of the building.76 Opposite: An exterior view of the two buildings captured in the late 1900's 77

June 21

natural light and fenestration

4:48am

7:34 pm

12:11 pm

2

1 Even the slightest obstruction completely obliterates the light at 23 W Broad.
2 A sun study shows that most the building gets very little natural light for an art
studio.

3 Site study: The north-east orientation of the building, as well as its two party
1

walls, its length, and irregular windows make for a building that is very dark in
the middle.

3

4

4 Site study: The apertures in the front do not align with the central column
grid.

5 The windows vary in size and placement from front to back. The building’s
west side (the erstwhile furniture store) has enormous apertures in the back
that once accommodated an exterior elevator used for furniture hauling. As
such, strategies must be developed that correspond to a building divided
into four slightly disparate parts.
54

55

5

dB.

dB.

environmental sounds

volume chart
dB.

Measured in decibels (dB.) from outside the building
at various times, these graphs show the volume of
environmental sounds from the back and front of 23 w.
Broad. According to Kursty Groves and Oliver Marlow,
authors of Spaces for Innovation: The Design and Science of
Inspiring Environments, certain sound levels are essential in
making a space feel “alive,” and, therefore, conducive to
creative work. It’s important that a room in which creative
work is being done is not deafeningly silent, but it should
also never be distractingly noisy. With that in mind, these
charts helped to determine where each piece of the program
belong within the building and how exposed it should be to
the sounds of the street. 78
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1

Taken from across Broad St, this picture shows the height of
neighboring store fronts.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Shot from behind 23 W Broad where the lot is higher.
View from the Maggie Walker plaza.
Light floods into the building even on the lower levels.
Original windows in front practically run from floor to ceiling.
Boscher’s shore store in the 1910’s.79
The hallway running from the front entrance to the back exit.
Windows in the back span levels 1 and 2.

existing drawings

basement level

Walls used in Scan & Scansion are highlighted in red. ArchiCad model with
floor plans provided by Cornerstone Architects.80

level 1

level 1.5

level 2

60
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level 3

level 4

0

16

32
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Process Work

manifesto

in the box is a matter of where in the box is a room
a room moving in color the room shifting its body through
light and space when we look we see the vessel
its volumes
a leaf a wing a wave
put down on trace
it talks to itself keen on its lines feeds and repeats the box is a
								
mouth
is an eye with a room in it

65

look closer

it speaks and we see

opposite page: 23 W Broad and adjacent buildings.

development: concept to design

Model of the abstract (a ramp that spans the length and height of the building) meeting with the
concrete (livable dwelling units with access to windows)

community engagement

How an artist interacts with the community can shape their
work. Is it better to remain isolated, to be fully open to the
surrounding environment, or to explore and then to filter
experiences, eyes and ears working as gathering sieves?

1 fully open
2 isolated
3 engaged but removed

1

2

69

3

objectivity & subjectivity

How objective or subjective should an artist be about their
own work and the work of others to be a good partner in
collaboration? To be a good artist?

1

the artist is both objective and subjective in
equal measure

2

the artist as a purely objective reader of their
own work

3

the artist only views their work subjectively

2

1

71

3

sharing work space

needs of the program

Does staggering the heights or layout of rooms that are
visually open to one another allow for either a sense of
community and a feeling of privacy, as needed?

How to arrange such varied types of rooms in the best
manner? (left) Early in the process, each aspect of the program
was assigned a usable increment of square footage. The areas
that required more privacy and more walls are represented by
the spheres, while the cubes stand in for the more open areas.
Below, an early watercolor of the delineated square footage.

72

73

bringing in the light

left: Light study: paper tubes in resin divide and funnel light. above and opposite
page: A model of Scan & Scansion with skylights.

1

1
2
3

2

various models exploring ways to bring light into the center of the buidling
view of the proposed roof with new ceiling windows
as seen in a model, light from the skylights would surround the back studios
76

77

3

two sides talking

How does a building that is made up of two buildings, and,
as such, possesses a front and back and two sides in disparate
conversations, speak to collaboration?

78

79

filling the interior

If the needs of the program such as access to windows and natural light force the
bulk of the functional rooms to the front and back of the building, how is the void
in the center to be used?
80

81

ramp development

above: A light box showcasing the basemant plan traced in increasingly askance layers was the initial inspiration for the ramps.
opposite page: Various ramps were designed to go through the entire verticality of the building without interruption.

82

83

The word "verse" originally comes from the Latin, meaning
to turn around. But before it came to signify the scribble of
text across a page, it was used to describe the marks a plough
makes in the earth--the soil turned and scarred in the wake of
a blade and by the labor of people.82 At first, the ramps were
designed to evoke that image: A ceaseless walking back and
forth, lines cut in ceiling and in floor to reveal the ground
beneath or the sky above.
However, this design eventually had to be put aside for
reasons of practicality--most rooms could only be 8’ wide and
much of the building would be buried under ceilings that
were too low to pass under. Happily, ramps could still be used
by making the studios into the points of return, rather than
having residents climb all the way to the next ascending level.

Orchard Pathway,
				
to and fro,
					
Ever with thee, did I go
						
Weaving verses,
			
							
a huge store!

-William Wordsworth

81

studio pod development

88

89

At about midway through the design process, the Studio
Pods resembled private work areas one might find in an office
building (previous page.) Research into the studios of artists
like Cezanne and Calder revealed that the work spaces in Scan
& Scansion lacked the warmth, personality and, for lack of a
better word, the familiar messiness that is common to so many
artists’ studios.

90

The idea of making the Studio Pods look more like standalone structures, resembling studios one might find on the
upstate farms of mid-century artists, was tested first on Studio
3A. The industrial style mullions, dark tile floors and the light
wood evoked a feeling of intimacy, and homeyness, but, before
the application of Stanzaic Cladding (p 144-145,) they did not
yet speak fully to the concept.

opposite page, top: Paul Cezanne’s studio83. bottom: Joan Miro’s studio. 84
previous spread: Various studio designs sketched up early on. this page: Studios
before the stanzaic cladding was applied.

92

93

Scan & Scansion
the design

....doing more with words and colors and vowels than
words could ever do alone — saying what couldn’t be said.
Kenneth Koch

87

parts of the program

1 community engagement
2 the third point
3 administrators' office
4 living quarters
5 studios

above: Collaborators Kenneth Koch and Larry Rivers pose with their work Poem Painting.85
below: #12 from Stones by Larry Rivers and Frank O’Hara,86 opposite page: A diagram of the

5
2

1

4
3

the poem’s heartbeat

level 1: storefront and reception

1a

▷

▷

1b

Scan & Scansion is an urban residency designed to set the city up as sounding
board and muse. As such, it is of extreme importance that participants have the
opportunity to interact with locals on a regular basis and 23 W Broad St make
all visitors feel as welcome. Thom Gunn supposedly once said that writing a
poem is “to find a way from exile into pilgrimage.” The same could be said of
the making of all arts. But how can the audience be included in such purpose?
How can they be made to feel that they are part of that same journey? 87

▷

Firstly, of course, they must be literally included in the programming. While the
3rd and 4th floors are reserved for residents, the 1st, mezzanine and 2nd levels
are open to visitors. There, they can take a class, get a cup of coffee, look at
art (both finished and unfinished drafts,) catch a reading or performance, and
browse through a collection of poetry and art books.

1c

1d
1g

▷

▷

Visually, too, the building must be made to be more welcoming. The storefront,
previously closed off and set back from the street, is pushed forward and raised
to its original height of 14’6”. The interior and exterior walls are then treated
with the same heavy mineral paint, suggesting a thinner boundary between the
outside and inside. To the right of the entrance, comfortable chairs and benches
are set for lounging. To the left, a manned reception desk. The desk is notable
because it prepares visitors for the slope of the ramp that comes after it. It is
also modeled after a notation of the iamb, as seen here:
When I do count the clock that tells the time

1f
The iamb is a foot (the second smallest unit of measurement in poetry) made
of two syllables, the second of which is stressed. da Dum. Critic Alfred Corn
called this foot “poetry’s heartbeat,” not only because it sounds like a beating
heart, but because it is the basis of free-verse, the type of formal poetry that
comes closest to resembling everyday speech. 88
previous spread: 1a. The storefront has been raised to the original height and the interior and exterior brick has
been treated with the same heavy mineral paint, creating a more porous-seeming boundary between the city
and the interior of the building. opposite page: 1b. The slope of the iambic desk evokes the swoop
of the ramp while also providing ADA counter-height space for visitors. this page: Shakespeare’s Sonnet 12 is
written in iambic pentameter. 89
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Ulight by Axolight, Spuili 160 in Rust Brown Varying.

10

Martini Side Table by West Elm H 16.5” x D 15”

Large format laminam tile in Black Satori by Crossville 3’ x 9’
Brick walls bladgeoned in Carrera mineral paint by Kalkliter
Fabrics by Camira and Dominique Keiffer
Armless Executive Chair by Saarinen W 24” x D 21” x H 32”
Alvar Aalto Tank Chair by Eco FirstArt W 30” x D 26” x H 34”
A small seating area below the library shows that, since art and poetry already
captivate the senses of hearing and seeing, the materials need to specifically
address the sense of touch. The furnishings, then, are upholstered in highlytextured fabrics.

10

defining active space through material

“One of the things that is really clear about a creative environment of any kind
...(particularly a collaborative one,) is that there should be lots of clues. I should be able to
walk into a space and say ‘Wow! That’s going on....’”
Alison Williams

Given that Scan & Scansion is a somewhat odd building with an unusual
layout, the signals of way-finding must be very apparent, allowing visitors
to acclimate to their surroundings as quickly as possible. One useful tool is
the application of specific materials that announce the purpose of an area or
room. For example, the vertical surfaces of the zones which require visitors
to participate actively with one another or with their own work are made of
wood, giving those spaces a sense of warmth and intimacy. The studios, as a
result, are constructed almost entirely of white oak planks. But other rooms
that also contribute to the act of collaboration and community engagement,
like the cafe and the library, are also clad in a white oak veneer. Colored
glass panels (left) in the underside of the studios direct visitors to their
locations along the ramps. Using motion sensor technology, the glass panels
light up when the pods are occupied, so that the activity of artists creates a
more joyful, as well as an easier to navigate, space.

90

104

previous spread: m2. View up from the gallery shows the glass panels on the underside of the studio pods.
white waxed white oak, glass made by Vanceva. this page: 1d. The cafe is set in a wooden alcove beneath the
library.

106

107

1c. Wooden and upholstered benches indicate an area for socializing with members of the community.

the plural event

level 1: the final gallery and reading dais

A commonly held misconception about poetry is that it is limited to the page, and that a poem,
once committed to paper, comprises the whole of the work. As such, any further material
iteration of a poem, such as a recording or a collage piece, is inconsequential, secondary. But
each iteration informs all understanding, be it the poet’s or the reader’s. As poetry was founded
in the oral tradition, this is especially true of the performance of the poem. As poet and critic
Charles Bernstein said “Unsounded poetry remains inert marks on a page, waiting to be able
to be called into use by saying, or hearing, the words aloud.” Approaching the poem as a plural
event, then, “overthrows the idea of the poem as a fixed, stable, linguistic object” and “allows
for the maximum inflection of different, possibly dissonant, voices: a multi-vocality that
foregrounds the dialogic dimension of poetry.” Scan & Scansion provides a space for these
voices in the Final Gallery where, below the Process Ramp, is a Reading Dais. Using double
piston hardware akin to that found in a Murphy bed, a stage may be lowered down in two
sections, giving a resident or visiting poet the elevation needed for a performance. In order to
make this an even more dynamic space, the reading dais may be used as a stage for concerts and
small theatrical productions. 91

108

opposite page, top: Normally, the reading dais is a seating area for the cafe. For a performance, the cushions
are removed, the benches roll out on tracks, and the back wall is lowered in sections.

self-curation

This concept of the plural event may also be applied to pieces of art. Hearing a poet read their
own work in their own tongue irrevocably cedes a modicum of control over one’s understanding
of the poem back to the writer. Artists should be able to influence a viewing of their work in this
same manner. Will the texture of the stroke be highlighted if it is angled into the morning sun?
Should the viewer walk alongside the work as they go from one side of the room to the next, or
should it halt their path, arresting their attention?
Flexible Gallery Walls permit artists to influence the way their work is interpreted through the
course of an exhibition. At 7’6” wide, the walls provide lots of room for display and practically
close the gaps between columns when oriented toward one another. The ball joint and barn
door rollers allow the doors with a myriad of possible positions, as they may be moved down the
beams and pivot 28o◦ from the caster. The floor embedded divot caps for the cane locks are also
equipped with electric outlets to be used by the artists and the cafe customers.

110

opposite page: The flexible walls are 7.5' wide and 8' tall. A cane bolt, caster, lids for floor divots and a/c
outlets, a ball joint and barn door glider comprise the hardware needed for the flexible gallery walls to take up
a wide variety of positions. next spread: 1f. A visitor walks through the gallery, by the cafe and the reading dais
on his way to access the process ramp.

toward song

levels 1-2: the process gallery

Further, the switch-back and adjacent balcony that occurs at the front of the
ramp was inspired by a moment of enjambment, or a place in which a line
ends mid-phrase. Depending on the poem, this breaking with usual syntax
either demands the audience to pause and contemplate that which has come
before or propels them forward and through the phrase.
The volta, or the point at which a poem turns in thought or argument,
occurs at the top of the ramp. Once there, visitors will find a display wall for
art, large, bright windows with transparent white glass (to obscure the ugly
view of the back lot,) and a utilitarian sink set within shelving full of art
supplies. This signals to the visitor that they have crossed the boundary from
gallery space to classrooms, from passive audience member to creator. 92

m3. A view up the ramp and toward the strongest light.

m3

▷

Several poetic techniques were used as design drivers in the creation of
the Process Ramp. In fact, this and the other ramps were designed as an
embodiment of verse, itself: the movement a poetic line makes across the
page, unfurling toward the opposite margin, only to return again and again
to a spot that is just a hair’s breadth away from its origin point.

m2

▷

Set on the building’s first ramp, poets and artists alike are encouraged
to hang work in the Process Gallery that is, by their own estimation,
“unfinished” or in process. This elevates drafts to the status of end products,
emphasizing the equally valuable roles each play in creative practice.

m4

View of the process ramp’s balcony, also known as the Moment of Enjambment. Those who wish to pause
at the Moment of Enjambment overlook may step down into the well and sit on a bench. While sitting, they
are able to gaze out of the raised storefront and on to Broad Street.

116

117

The Library's Terrace is set across from the Moment of Enjambment, and the Library itself is set across
from the Process Ramp. This positioning implies that there is an ongoing conversation between an artist's
process and their finished works (and the published works of others,) as opposed to the idea that artmaking is a goal-oriented journey with a work's publication marking its final destination.

the measure of our step
the erasure wall: levels 1-2

A wall runs between the two ramps of the Process Gallery. When the floor
is at an incline, this wall is meant to be used for display. When the floor
levels at the landings, the wall is constructed of panels of printed glass, the
pattern of which either obscures or reveals that which is hung on the display
area behind it. This is called the Erasure Wall and it’s based on a form of
poem where a poet takes an existing text and blocks out, or “erases” words
until a new meaning is revealed that is singular to the poet.

1

The Erasure Wall makes it possible for meaning to be made with movement.
As a visitor walks around the lower levels of Scan & Scansion, their view of
the glass shifts, as does their understanding of the exhibited work.
Poet Mary Ruefle once said, “Erasure is not exclusive to written text.
Sometimes we just stumble upon an act of erasure and recognize its beauty;
we make compositions out of decompositions....life is much, much more than
is necessary, and much, much more than any of us can bear, so we erase it or
it erases us, we ourselves are an erasure of everything we have forgotten or
don’t know or haven’t experienced...”93

opposite page: m4. The process ramp. opposite page: examples of erasure poems. right: Erasure
poems like these by Mary Ruefle (1) and Allison Titus (2) call into question issues of authorship
and the role experience plays as a lens for the understanding of poetry. They also highlight
poetry's connection to the visual arts, especially collage.94

2

the sound & the syllable
mezzanine: the library

m5

▷

▷

m1

The Library is located on the mezzanine level directly across from the
Process Ramp. Almost every hard surface in the Library is clad in whitewaxed white oak veneer, indicating that, though the body is at rest, the
mind is most definitely active when absorbing images and text within
a curated space. Every chair and work surface in the Library is pointed
toward the glass wall that looks into the atrium, directing all views toward
the Process Ramp. The placement of these two areas of programming
creates a juxtaposition between work as it is currently being made and
published work, work that could be said to be the closest to completed it
will ever be.

Everything in the world exists to end up in a book.
Mallarmé
opposite page: m5. The short ceilings necessitated by the library’s position help to create a cozy
atmosphere suited toward quiet contemplation.

95

3.5”
5”

metrical shelving

5”
9”

In the United States alone, there over a thousand small presses putting poems
into print as journals, chapbooks, broadsides and books, each in a dozen different
formats.97 The shape of art books, too, tends to follow their content, and, as such, are
often either quite large or very small. This extreme variety begs the question: what
kind of shelving can accommodate as many sizes of printed ephemera as possible?
One potential solution is Metrical Shelving. Metrical Shelving mimics the act of
scansion, itself, that is: the division of a poem from its greatest and down to its
smallest parts.

9”
14”

opposite page: A chapbook, a single volume from a large house and a broadside are just a few
examples of the myriad sizes in which poems are published. The shelving unit (above) was designed
to accommodate as many of these formats as possible.96

Inspired by the screens in Alvar Aalto’s Woodberry Poetry Room (p. 24,) which are
perforated in a manner that recalls the patterns pressed into phonographs so they
make sound, the objects occupying the alcoves of the Metrical Shelves are the sound,
or the beat. 3form panels can be inserted into the cubbies to fill its volumes and to
further highlight this effect (this has the added bonus of keeping books from spilling
out on the other side.) Panels made of fabric-covered bulletin board materials can also
be mounted for the display of broadsides and drawings.
This pattern is used frequently throughout the building. It can be found in Filzfelt
as an acoustic privacy screen, in wood and MDF as a room divider and as storage for
smaller art supplies (such as brushes and tubes of paint,) and as inspiration for the
pattern printed on the glass of the Erasure Wall.

dickinson benches

The benches referenced on p. 125 are modeled after Emily Dickinson’s scrap poems, or the
fragments she jotted down on re-purposed envelopes, never to be published within her own
lifetime. Now thought of as a visual work, they speak to the essential duality of language as
written form and utterance, or the Sound and Syllable, as Dickinson called it. The scraps are
notable, in part, because her writing, as Jen Bervin claims, “fills the space of the envelope like
water in a vessel or funnels into the triangular shape of the flap....One would think that such a
space would feel carved up, crammed, but it doesn’t. The page feels bigger yet, as if there has been
an insertion of space.”98
With their turned edges and adaptable shapes, Dickinson’s envelope scraps are well-suited as a
platform to be used by people working together, transforming an object that was once the product
of a very solitary act into an aid for collaboration
124

125

opposite page: The “scraps” that served as template for the Dickinson Benches. this page: Made
of Fleek Foam with an upholstered cushion inset, the Dickinson Benches are comfortable but
sturdy and allow for a wide assortment of arrangements.99

the third point

level 2: classrooms and level 1-4: the hall of objects

2b

▷
▷
2c

Successful collaboration relies on good communication. Good communication, in
turn, sometimes requires a mediator, a person or object to pull focus and lower
inhibitions. Scan & Scansion celebrates this Third Point, integrating it as an
essential part of the program.
Pedagogical approaches, for example, are a major reflection of how a creative person
thinks about and produces their own work. In exchange for housing, participants
are expected to collaboratively teach in one of the two Classrooms located on the
2nd floor. This not only provides an opportunity to engage with the community, but
it also holds a mirror up to their own methods while giving them valuable insight
into their each other’s processes. As Sarah Gridley writes in her essay “March Hares
and Wild Trout: Against the Domestication of Poetry”:
Be wilder, I say to the workshop
Be wilder, their poetry says to me. ....
In the strange economy
of teaching poetry--where giving to and receiving from
are this blessedly mixed up--as opposed to what’s certain let us live
for uncertainty, as opposed to lost,
let us be bewildered.100
top: 1g. The Hall of Objects can be used as an exhibition space in the gallery.

In her book, Creative Collaboration, educator Dr. Vera John-Steiner states, “the juxtaposition and
joint exploration of ideas are crucial for constructing a new paradigm in art.”101 Poet William
Carlos Williams once said, “No ideas, but in things.” While this assertion is usually interpreted
to mean that a poem should use images, not abstract verbiage, to convey meaning, it can also be
applied to the means through which a poet (or artist) discovers and clarifies their philosophies.
—Say it, no ideas but in things—
nothing but the blank faces of the houses
and cylindrical trees
bent, forked by preconception and accident—
split, furrowed, creased, mottled, stained—
secret—into the body of the light! 102
The Hall of Objects takes some of those innumerable articles that may jointly inspire art and
brings them into the body of the light.
Made of glass and steel, the Hall of Objects is, essentially, a four story curio cabinet. Located
toward the back of the building, just west of the central column grid, this cabinet runs like an offkilter spine through the areas of programming. Access can be found in the Final Gallery (where it
can be used as exhibit space,) in the library (where it serves as storage for rare books,) between the
two Classrooms (functioning as a teaching tool) and in the front of Studios 3a and 4a.
Over the course of the years, residents will place objects here. These objects may be found or made,
so long as they proved to be useful as a point of shared inspiration during their stay. As time passes
and objects appear again and again as images within new work, the residents begin to participate
in a conversation about creativity, not only with each other, but, also, across time.

opposite page: 3a. With a private skylight and led tape lining its seams, the Hall
of Objects acts as a source of light, day and night.

The evening lamp on the family table is also the center of a world.
Gaston Bachelard

103

128

above: 2a. The two classrooms are designed to look and feel like the studio spaces, allowing students to
experience Scan & Scansion as a resident would. The Hall of Objects stands between them. opposite page:
Section perspective reveals where the Hall of Objects joins with each floor.
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oiling the gears
1
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level 2: the office

White Oak used sparingly in furnishing
Brick walls bladgeoned in Winter Primo mineral paint by Kalkliter
Double-Painted Lavender Glass

Design elements that drive collaboration should not be limited to the rooms occupied by artists
and writers. The administrative staff that runs Scan & Scansion should also be encouraged
to work together in an office that, just like the studios, promotes creative thinking, albeit in
a slightly more formal environment. According to psychologist Dr. Craig Knight, by giving
workers some flexibility and autonomy within an office, or providing them with what is known
as an “empowered space,” job satisfaction rises significantly, and, in turn, productivity can be
raised up to 32%. 104

Gun metal steel on columns and framing
White enamel and Corian work surfaces
Carpet Tiles in Impasto by Bentley Milles

In the Administrator’s Office, each desk in the mostly open floor plan is a part of a joined work
surface, so when employees first sit down, their default position is face-to-face. But there are
also left and right pullout returns at each desk. This way, workers can, instead, choose to face the
windows or the atrium--almost everyone has uninterrupted access to both views. This sort of
equity, when combined with an adaptability in levels of privacy, encourages an environment of
sharing and cooperation.

▷

2b

▷

2c

This same principle of an empowered space extends to the conference room, which can be closed
off for acoustic privacy but has a table large enough to seat all eight members of staff and to the
breakroom, which has one glass wall and another wall entirely clad with dry erase board material
by Poly-Vision, allowing employees the opportunity to leave their desks and brainstorm over a
cup of coffee and a snack.

▷

1
2
3
4
5
6

2d

previous spread: 2c. Office desks with pull-out returns allow workers the flexibility of looking toward the atrium
or out the windows. top: 2d. The breakroom, along with a small sitting area that faces a window, a privacy
screen placed between the chairs and the work area. bottom: 2e. The office is located at the front of the
building on level 2. This placement ensures that it is a part of (but also slightly removed from) the sound and
bustle of Broad St. but is still full of natural light.

7

Fern Chair by Haworth
29” w x 28. 5” d x 47” h

8

Womb Chair by Knoll
40” w x 34” d x 35.5”h

aubade suites

levels 3 & 4: private residences
1
2
The residency’s apartments, located on the third and fourth level, are accessible only to the
program’s sixteen participants. The en suite bedrooms, or the Aubade Suites, are named after a
type of poem that marks the arrival of the dawn, as they are located at the front of the building
on its north-easterly side. 105

3

While the third floor has a smaller kitchen and lounge meant to serve just the four residents who
sleep there, the fourth floor’s kitchen and lounge are meant to accommodate all of the program’s
participants. This way, no matter how each person chooses to work through the day, everyone
has the opportunity to gather for a meal and to discuss their progress, getting to know each other
on a more personal level.

4

5

1
2-3
4-5
6
7

Brick walls bladgeoned in Carrera mineral paint by Kalkliter

6

Fabrics by Camira and Maharam
Tiles by Crossville and Arte Pura
White Oak used as flooring
Window Treatments by Hartmann & Forbes

7

▷

4a

4a. A resident readies for a day of work in the large kitchen on the fourth floor.

8

Milo modular sofa by Jaarden

9

Barstool by Dutchbone

3c

making of a madrigal

▷
▷

3d

levels 3 & 4: studios

▷

▷

3e

3b

▷
3a

▷

▷

4c

4b

Set along ramps that reach from the back of the building and into the end of the atrium,
the Studios are the primary focus of Scan & Scansion. Varying in occupancy from a
tight 2 to an easy 15, each room is meant to accommodate the creation of all manner of
fine arts and most crafts while also allowing room for writers. As such, the furnishings
mostly consist of work surfaces and a variety of flexible seating options, while the finishes
include more muted colors, pin up boards, wall-mounted writing surfaces, and picture
railings. The studios have no ceilings, just beams for mounting track lighting, so they get
as much light from the skylights as possible. This openness also creates an acoustic medley
originating from within each of the pods, rising up within the space, merging into a sort
of madrigal, or poem for many voices. 106

By moving out of the traditional studio work model and into
a built environment that has been organized under corporate
principals to foster collaboration, artists are able to more
frequently benefit from serendipitous encounters with other
artists. They, in turn, may grow their craft in a new manner,
or even develop as a group into an artistic movement, or, as
collaborative artist Jennifer Allora puts it, “...because we are
not working with the romantic notion of the individual artist
with a singular and unified identity, we have the freedom to
attend to the multifarious nature of experience...to nourish the
multiplicity of our interests. 107

▷

▷

4c

4c. Having various corners dedicated to certain tasks helps artists and writers work separately or
together according to their wishes, enacting Williams’ theory (p. 18-19)that creative spaces should allow
for isolation and interaction. opposite page: 3c. Section perspective shows how the studios are staggered
and stacked in such a way as to allow residents to see each other’s work and to make eye contact when
wanted, but no one is within one another’s direct line of sight when privacy is desired.

12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12-16
17

Crank Table by Vintage Industrial 96” l x 40” w and 120” l x 48” w
White oak treated with white, matte wax in planks of varying sizes.
Brick walls bladgeoned in Carrera mineral paint by Kalkliter
Gunmetal on columns and in all glass frames

2

Chalkboard style writing surface by Polyvision

13

7

Large format laminam tile in Black Satori by Crossville 3’ x 9’
Bandas Chair by GAN rugs 28” w x 24” d x 24” h
Crick Stool by QoWood 36cm x 44cm

14

3

Giant 1227 by Agelpoise 17.5”l x 45.8”w x 105.1”h
Fern Chair by Haworth in Gray
TAL Scoop Track Lighting System 17”x136”, 359° and 30° turning radii
Fabrics by Camira, DesignTex and Kravet

4

Assorted translucent glass types by Vanceva and 3form.

8

10

16

5

1

6

15

9

11

17

4b. Studio 4c from its ramp. Lights are mounted on the planks running across the ceiling. An Adrienne
Rich Poem, Cartographies of Silence, is printed on canvas. 108
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147

3b. View of studio 4c and 3c from 3c's ramp. The studios toward the front of the building are, according to
Alison Williams' infrographic (p.18-19,) Dwellings, as several people can work here but also disengage from
external pressures. The large, open studios in the back (4a and 3a,) by contrast, are Neighborhoods, or a
place where many people intentionally gather to work.

stanzaic cladding

Man Ray’s (far left) Lautgedicht, or Sound Poem, provided inspiration for the form of the studio
pods. Despite the censored text, meaning is revealed in stanza and measure, and, as critic Craig
Dworkin writes in his book Reading the Illegible, “...so while the physical opacity of a text prevents
communication from ever being perfect, meaning is always being communicated by the very
materiality.”110
In poetry, material and form are near synonyms. The studio pods are placed on wood flats shaped
like the lines of a prose poem: dense, opaque, varying in width and depth but not placement.
As the needs of the surface changes, so does the placement of the planks. As floor becomes wall,
prose turns into quatrains to accommodate doors and windows. As the boards turn to ceiling,
they narrow to couplets and singlets so that light fixtures and picture hanging wires may be
mounted on them but nothing obstructs the light from above. 111

far left: Man Ray’s Sound Poem. above: a model showing the first appearance of
the form.109

149

call & response

Even when working alone, artists and writers may want to communicate and collaborate.
Scrolling LED messenger boards are mounted on the outside of the Studios, and when the
inhabitants wish, they can use their smart phones to post text to these lights. This way,
interesting phrases read or composed might be shared across pods even in moments of silence.
A few of these Call & Response boards can be found in the Lobby and Gallery spaces below.
These are meant to give the audience insight into the making process. Inspired by the work of
Jenny Holzer, an artist who inserts thought-provoking phrases into public spaces, often through
light installations. Her piece, Blue Purple Tilt (left,) takes phrases she’s used in previous, more
surprisingly placed works, and anthologizes them for a museum setting. She once said of this
piece, “There can be a deliberate scrambling, or at least a heaping of many messages. Sometimes
the messages are conflicting, and other times the language and the messages will be blunt and to
the point. I routinely invite the reader to sort out the offerings and complete the thoughts, and
to echo, amplify or shrink from the feeling that the work elicits.” 112

opposite page: 3d. studio 3c: Large crank tables provide a variety of height and
surface options. this page, top: Blue Purple Tilt (2007) by Jenny Holzer The Tate.
bottom: An LED scrollling message board.113

awakening the text
level 3: recording studio

1
Rainer Maria Rilke once wrote “How many readers still miss the real
relationship to the poem because in running over it silently they only graze
its individual qualities, instead of bringing them awake?” 114 The Recording
Studio allows residents to awaken texts in this manner, setting their voices
down for posterity. They can also produce podcasts, create an archive of
visiting writers, collaborate with musicians--a process that would further
the vision of archivist Frederick C. Packard, whose vocarium (or “library of
voices”) has given insight into the meaning of poems for over 60 years.115

2

3

4

According to journalist and podcast engineer David Weinberg, beyond an
acoustically sealed room, there are only a few pieces of equipment needed to
complete a functioning recording studio. 116

1 Headphones
2 Microphones equipped with Built-in Pop Filters
3 Mixing Board
4 Solid State Digital Audio Recorder

3e. The recording studio is the only acoustically sealed pod. The metrical shelving
pattern is used in Filz Felt screens to create acoustic privacy.
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Exhibition

1

5

3

1 Note of encouragement from a mystery
professor posted on our studio door.

2 Model building
3 Invitations designed by An Liu.
4 Always be Knolling 117
5 Installation Day
6 Poster and process models go on display the
night before the opening (next spread.)
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Thank You
my teachers
Christiana Lafazani
Roberto Ventura
Sara Desvernine Reed
W.C. Whitehead
Emily Smith
Jennifer Fell
Rob Smith
my studio-mates
Lauren Prisco
An Liu
MingMing Zhao
MJ Rhodes
Lucy Dabney
Lexy Holcombe
my family
Mom
Dad
Brian
Michelle
Jeff
the community
Cornerstone Architects
Liz Canfield
David Weinberg
Hillary Waters Fayle
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